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Silent Picture Show
Tattle Tale

Silent Picture Show by Tattle Tale

This is just a rough outline. listen to the song to hear the rhythm and stuff :)

I don t know what some of these are called :P

D5   x244xx
A5  244xxx
D?   799800
G?   079900
G?   009900

Intro: D5 A5 D5 A5 D5 A5 D5 A5 D5 A5 D5 A5

D5  A5   D5  A5  D5  A5 D5  A5
hey there hey over there
                D5   A5
you ve got your back turned so it ll
D5      A5           B5F#5 D5 A5
look as you don t even care
     D5  A5   D5  A5  D5  A5 D5 A5
well hey there hey over there
    D5                             A5
see i won t live in your one woman show
    D5                                             A5
you say i m entertaining tell me you ll catch this though
D5                             A5
i won t live in your one woman show no
D5
you say i m entertaining, did you hear what i m saying oh
A5
no listen here, here we go

D?  G?  D?  G?  G?
D?  G?  D?  G?  G?

D?     G?  D?     G?    G?
how do you expect me to know
                  D?     G?             D?     G?      G?
i won t know when you re talking like a silent picture show
D?     G?  D?     G?    G?
how do you expect me to know
                  D?     G?             D?     G?      G?
i won t know when you re talking like a silent picture show

(they say something i can t understand here)



D5 A5 D5 A5 D5 A5 D5 A5

hey sister
D5  A5       D5  A5
hey there now hey over there
D5  A5       D5     A5
hey there now hey
              D5       A5        D5       A5
you think the world is waiting to pull you over
    D5               A5     D5      A5
you think it s gonna tap you on your shoulder
     D5   A5    D5   A5
well wake up now wake up now
      D5          A5         D5       A5
wake up wake up wake up wake up wake up wake up
        D5                              A5
because we won t live in your one woman show
    D5                                             A5
you say i m entertaining tell me you ll catch this though
D5                             A5
i won t live in your one woman show
    D5
you say i m entertaining did you hear what i m saying oh
A5
no listen here here we go

D?      G?      G?
D?  G?  D?  G?  G?

D?     G?    D?   G?    G?
how do you expect me to know
                  D?     G?             D?     G?      G?
i won t know when you re talking like a silent picture show
D?     G?    D?   G?    G?
how do you expect me to know
                  D?     G?             D?     G?      G?
i won t know when you re talking like a silent picture show
              D?     G?          D?             G?       G?
woah when you talk ???? says you won t let your emotions die
        D?     G?          D?             G?       G?
and you talk ???? says you won t let your emotions die
     D?G?    D?  G?     G?
well i won t let these emotions die
               D5   A5   D5   A5
so come on and try
         D5     A5     D5     A5     D5     A5     D5     A5

madigan: try            try            try            try
         try            try            try            hey over there
         hey there now  hey

jen:                                   hey    there   hey over there
         hey    there   hey over there hey    there   hey over there



         hey    there   hey


